Are These Common Concerns In Your Office?
• Wasting valuable time hand folding and stuffing envelopes?
• Frustrated by the tedious task of trying to get mail out on time?
• Do you want your outgoing mail to look more professional?
• Would you like to do more direct mail and promotional mailings?
• Have you wondered how to improve the security of your mail?
• Increase the frequency of correspondence with your customers?

The Smart, Affordable Solution...
The SI 1000, Automatic, Desktop Folder Inserter.
Say goodbye to hand folding, stuffing and sealing envelopes with the
Model SI 1000, Automatic, Desktop Folder Inserter. Rid yourself of “wasted
time.” Get your routine mailing tasks done quicker, automatically!
The SI 1000 makes it quite simple — just load your materials, press the
button and go! Watch your documents get folded and inserted “hands-free!”
This routine and tedious task that used to take forever can now be
accomplished quickly and efficiently, so your time can be spent more
productively. Never miss a deadline again!

response to direct marketing campaigns. Plus, by preparing and
sealing your mail in-house, you help ensure its security.
Communicating with mail is a time-tested and efficient method for
delivering your message. It makes sense to use the SI 1000 to
improve the efficiency of your mail preparation, while making it
professional-looking and secure.

The SI 1000 has more advantages than you ever imagined. Your mail
will look professional without expensive equipment and resources.
Now you can mail more often and reap the benefits of retaining hardearned customers. You can even speed cash flow and improve the

The SI 1000 handles a wide
range of materials.
Easily fold and insert...
Invoices
Statements
Notices
Order Forms

Letters
Flyers
Literature
Newsletters

Price Lists
Reply Cards
Inserts
Return Envelopes
And more!

Not just for large mailings. Process single letters instantly with
the convenient sheet feeder. Accepts up to 3 sheets of 20 lb.
paper (even stapled sheets).

The SI 1000 Folder Inserter Is Designed To Prepare Your
Mail Hands-Free And Hassle-Free!
Desktop machine is compact and
portable. Anyone in your office can use it!
Insert or reply envelope feeder.

Adjustable side guides adapt to
different media sizes.

Envelope feeder. You can
even load it while running!

Fast and easy set-up.
Load your materials, press
the button and go!

Preparing your mail in-house
provides security too!

Up to 3 stations. Fold and insert
documents, even pre-stapled
sheets.

Produces neat, professional
C-folded documents

The SI 1000 control panel is so simple to operate,
everyone can use it!
LCD clearly displays prompts
and operation modes
Selection buttons and
indicator lights make this
machine operator-friendly
Unique “trial piece” ensures
your job comes out correctly

Neatly and precisely folds and
inserts into window envelope.

Maximize Your Business Mailing Efforts.
Automate the manual process of folding, inserting and sealing
mail so you can spend your time more productively.
Get professional results with perfectly folded and sealed mail
Market more efficiently with direct marketing campaigns to
improve sales and customer penetration
Mail is more secure by preparing and sealing in-house
The SI 1000 pays for itself by reducing labor costs and
speeds up mailings — up to six times faster than by hand.

Technical Specifications
Automatic Stations
Up to 3 Feeders:
1 Feeder:
1 Feeder:

Fold and insert
For inserts
For envelopes

Get Mail Out Fast and Easy,
Right From Your Desk!
Eliminate time spent hand processing your office mailings.
The SI 1000 is specifically designed to free up your staff

Paper Specifications
Width:
Length:
Weight:

8.5”
Either 11” or 14”
20-24 lb., non-glossy

and increase productivity. No more dreading the clock.
Meet deadlines and make ‘mailing day’ manageable. Speed
cash flow and get a faster response from mailing campaigns.

Insert Specifications
Minimum Size:
Maximum Size:
Weight:

5” x 3 3/8”
8 7/8” x 14 1/2”
20-52 lb. stock

This easy-to-use desktop folder inserter works for a variety
of applications. See for yourself. The SI 1000 is the smart
solution to make in-house mailing preparation efficient

Envelopes
Size:

#10 only, standard or window

and affordable! What are you waiting for?

Folding Capability
Speed:
Type:

Up to 900 pieces per hour.
C fold for 8.5” x 11”
Double fold for 8.5” x 14”

Physical Characteristics
Dimensions:
Weight:
Electrical:

20.5"L x 17.5" W x 14.5"H
38 lbs.
110 Vac, 60 hz

Operation Modes
Fold and Insert
Fold Only
Selectable Seal or no Seal

Special Functions
Double Document Detection
Resettable Mail Piece Counter

Options
Convenience Sheet Feeder Tray for semi-automatic feeding of
mail. Up to 3 sheets (20 lb. paper).

Certification

UL

Ask about Secap’s complete line of innovative mailing products including a
full line of folder inserters, inkjet address printers, both desktop and production
systems, mailing software, tabbers and other mail related products.

Available from your authorized and certified Secap dealer:

Innovative mailing technologies...
10 Clipper Road
W. Conshohocken, PA 19428-2721
1.800.523.0320 • 610.825.6205 • 610.825.1397 (fax)
www.secapusa.com
Reorder #40432 5/02

Contact the dealer above, or call 1.800.523.0320 for a Secap dealer near you.

